BYOD Student Agreement

Students and parents must read and sign this BYOD Student Agreement in order to participate in the program and please return to Mr Taylor Friday 23 September.

Please tick each box:

☐ I will use the Department’s Wi-Fi network for learning.

☒ I will use my device during school activities at the direction of the teacher.

☐ I understand the only technical support provided by the school is connecting to the Department’s Wi-Fi.

☐ I will not use a device that has mobile data enabled as this bypasses the Department’s filtering system. This includes a smartphone.

☐ I will use my own portal/internet log-in details and will never share them with others.

☐ I will stay safe by not giving my personal information to strangers.

☒ I will not hack or bypass any hardware and software security implemented by the Department or my school.

☑ I will not use my own device to knowingly search for, link to, access or send anything that is:

✓ offensive
✓ threatening
✓ abusive or defamatory considered to be bullying.

☐ I will report inappropriate behaviour and inappropriate material to my teacher.

☐ I understand that my activity on the internet while connected to the Department’s Wi-Fi is tracked and that these records may be used by authorities, including the police.

☐ I acknowledge that the school cannot be held responsible for any damage to, or theft of my device.
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☐ I will leave my device in the specified area of the classroom for security when not in use (eg before school, lunch and recess).

☐ I understand and have read the limitations of the manufacturer’s warranty on my device, both in duration and in coverage.

☐ I am responsible for the care and maintenance of my device including data protection and battery charging. USB charging devices are available in the library (during opening hours).

☐ I have reviewed the BYOD Device Requirements document and have ensured my device meets the minimum outlined specifications.

☐ I have read and will abide by the NSW Department of Education’s Online Communication Services – Acceptable Usage for School Students. [acceptable_use_link]

☐ I understand my device may be confiscated, and/or further disciplinary action taken if I am in breach of this agreement.

NAME: _____________________________________________(please print)

Student’s name

SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________

Student’s signature

NAME: _____________________________________________(please print)

Parent’s name

SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________

Parent’s signature

DATE: _______________ __________________________